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1. The development of investigations with po-larized beam 
and polarized targets has increased the interest in studying 
the polarization phenomena in the reactions 

(I) 

and in the inverse process 

(2) 

Below a justification of the exact relation 

L 00~2$<T22 >00 +i2<T20 'Oo ~1 +3Ann (3) 

is presented which connects the average values of the tensors 
<T20>00 and <T22>0!fiescribing the quadrupole polarization of deu
terons in process (J) in the case of unpolarized beam and un
polarized target with quantity Ann • which is the contribution 
to the differential cross section of process (1) having pro
ton. beam and target polarized perpendicularly to the reaction 
plane. The conclusions obtainable from (3) and existing measu
rements on Ann are discussed. The generalization of relation 
(3) for the case of quadrupolarization of deuterons with pola
rized protons in process (l) is presented. 

Relation (3) gives a new possibility in the investigation 
of deuteron polarization, to measure <T22 >Q0 only, and <T2o>Oo 
can be calculated from (3) if Ann is known. Process (2) can 
be used for making the experimental control of the polariza
tion state of deuteron target easier. We notice that due to 
equality (3) the <T20 >Oo, <T22 >oo and Ann quantities cannot va
nish simultaneously at a given arbitrary energy and momentum 
transfer. Taking into account the T-invariance all the con
clusions on the polarization parameters of process (J) can be 
transformed/! .2/ to inverse process (2). 

For a process similar to (1) with the production of a sca
lar particle an analogous relation can be given with changing 
the sign before Ann 

(4) 
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2. For prooving relations (3)-(4) we have used the approach 
of L. Shechter paper/2/. The amplitude MP(8) for process (I) is 
pseudoscalar, leading to the triplet state of nucleons in the 
final states and contains six scalar functions having definite 
symmetry under substitution®" to 11-8" due to the Pauli prin
ciple ( 8" is the pion angle in c.m. system). We have the no
tation 'foi' ··the deuteron· angle eA· in the laboratory arid ed in 
c.m. 'System, ·where ·Sdz:'.7T-S 77 ·~ respectively. The Value of.· ®A' 
corresponding to E\r;..TT/2 is denoted by e1 . 

We introduce two orthonormal vector triad 

(5) 

in the laboratory system of reaction (1). 
Requiring the parity conservation at the· reflection. in the 

reaction plane we have the following condition for the ampli
tude Mp 

<ai iiJ<~ iiJMp<"\iiH;;2rtJ=-Mp. en 
If the beam and the 

respectivel7, th~en the 
is equal to 

target ·are pol:arized with P1 and' P2 • 
density matrix'of the initial protons 

1 ~ ~ 
p 0 =;r-[1 +(a'iP

1
)][1+(a'2 P2 )] (8) 

and the differential· cross section has the form 

a~ .. =a0 [1+(~n)'\ +(P2n)A2 +P1uP2vAuv], (9) 
PI~ 2 

whel:-e Ai and A2 are the asymmetry of the cross section using 
normally polarized beam (target ~npolarized) and normally po
larized target (beam unpolarized), respectively 

( 10) 

The definition of tensor Auv is 
.. : . . + 

a0Auv =1/4SpMa1ua2yM . (II) 

It has five non zero components: Ann, A f£ , A rom , Aem , A me 
in the c.m. and Ann, Akk , Ass , Ask , Aks in the lab·. sys
tem, respectively. 
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The polarization of deuterons is described by the average 
values of spin-tensors TJM, which according to ref /s/ are gi
ven by the following relations 

We choose the axis oy along the normal to the reaction 
plane and the axises z and x in the reaction plane, whose 
exact definition would be given below. 

If the beam and the target are unpolarized in the initial 
state than the polarization of the final state deuterons can 
be given in terms of the quantities < I' JM>00 

1 + 
u·o<TJM >oo =-rSpMM TJM. (13) 

Taking into account that the spin operator of the deuteron 
can be presented as g =f<3i +u .... 2 ), for the <TJM>Oo average 
values using the (7) we obtain 

.T . YI_ 
<• u>oo = 4 <crly +u2y > <TIO >oo· 0 

(14) 

where 

a 0 < u 1va2u >: •-l/4 SpMM+ ai vu2u • 
../2/ 

If one introduces the angle o .... l/2817 -t9A • then the unit vec-
tors 1 ' r and q along the axes x,y and z respectively can 
be expressed through·the vectors t 'm and n in the following 
way/2/ 

~ ~ ~ 

i • fsinO +IDCOSO 
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~ ~ ~ 
q = E cosO-· m sin() • 

(15) 

It is necessary to add the relativistic spin rotation ef
fect/4/to the result of ref./2~.Due to this additional rota
tion the unit vectors i and ij. t~i'n by angle 0 around ii ax:ls. 

The result of the rotation by angle 0 around the n axis 
for arbitrary vector a is- given by expression/51 

and 

R~(n)l.£ cosO +·ritsinO 
n 

~ 

R,(O)ri! = mcosO - esinO 
n 

then 

.. iR =Rft(fl)i = lsme '+~coso' 

take place, where 

e '(® dl =e(e dl- O(® dl· 

(16) 

(I 7) 

(I 8) 

The comparison of (18) and (15) shows, that relativistic 
effect of spin rotation is effectively reduced to a change of 
8 for 8 "in the proper formulae of ref /21,. 

For n angle, defined as. a difference f.rom " of sum of inner 
angles of the Wick triangle / 4/ w + 8 + 17 _,E) d , we have 

(19) 

Therefore angle 0 is calculated as a difference between the 
Wick angle w and its nonrelativistic limit. It is clear, that 
cu<®-®t\ and n <:.0. 

For process (I) the Wick angle for deuterons is given by 
expres~ion 

. ' ' ' ' 2 
. Md [ 1 '-..:4o::.M:...!./.;::s~- .11/t , a smcud""M"'----'- .. sm"A 

(l+A/s)2 -4M~/s 
where t!J..,.,.M~-,m! , S=2M 2+2ME; Md ,M and m

17 
are 

the deuteron, nucleon and pion respectively, E is 

(20) 

masses of 
equal to to-



tal energy of protons in the lab.system, and 

9'(8)=wi9) +: 9" -" (21) 

and 

(22) 

The polarization tensor Nuv 

(23) 

like a tensor Auv • has five components. The condition (7) for 
process (I) leads to the relation /2/ 

Nnn=-Ann · 
It is true for amplitudeMp.that/2/ 

(24) 

SpMM+(cti i/2) ~SpMM+ (25) 

From (18) and (13) it follows, that 

(26) 

After taking into account (15) and (18) the left-hand part 
of formula (3) has the following form 

L 00 -If2{3(N u+N zz-Nnn )-'1). (27) 

With the help of (24) and (26) we obtain formula (3). 

3. A. Let us consider scalar particle production in the re
action similar to (1). The invariance under the reflection in 
the reaction plane 

(28) 

gives for scalar particle production case 

(29) 

and 

(30) 

Substituting (28)-(29) into equation (27) we obtain relation 
(4). 
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B. It is interesring, that the form of (3)-(4) relations 
does not change if we apply a magnetic field directed perpen
dicularly to the reaction plane. The effect -of such a magne
tic field gives a rotation of the second rank tensor of quad
rupolarization in ·the reaction plane with respect to the di
rection of the motion. Nevertheless the quantity 

L =<3(8 2 +8 2 -,8 2 )-'2> 
QQ X Z Y QQ 

(3 I) 

has cylindrical symmetry, so it is not changed by the rotation 
Around the axis oy.Though, due to the effect of magnetic field, 
the components <T2M >Qo are tran~formed into other <T2T>()Q 
components (see formulae of ref. 6/ ) , the combination of< T2?0 
and <T20 >0o defining the L 00 quantity is not changed by the 0 

presence of magnetic field 

Loo =2 v3<T 22> ;o + v2 < T2o>'oo= 2 -/3 <T 22>00 + v2<T 2o"oo=L oo · (3Z) 

This is valid not only for the pp .... d11 + reaction but for 
an 'arbitrary two body process. 

C. Relation (3) is valid at arbitrary energy of collision 
and momentum transfer. At the angles 8 17 =0 and 11 the quantity 
<T22 >bo kinematically vanishes and relation (3) gives a direct 
connection between < T 20>00 and Ann(O) 

(33) 

The quadrupole polarization in reaction (1) has not yet been 
measured*·· 

The measurement of AnJO) has been carried out in SIN at 
proton energies of 515 and 575 Mev/to~nd it has been extended 
to 494 and 536 MeV. In the investigated region (O.S~cos2 ®" ~· 0 
at 575 MeV) the value of Ann is near to -(0.7+0.9) which gives 
an evidence of dominant transitions from singlet states of the 
initial NN system. The extrapolad.on of the Ann(8

17
) data to 

cos28
17 

... 1 (for backward deuterons in c.m. system) gives the 
value Aft8 (0)--0.SJ:n this case formula (33) gives v2<T20 >00 = 
= -1.4. The extension of measurements on Ann and< T2o>bo to 
the region of small angle pion production is of interest for 

*In paperh/ deiteron polarizatiOn <iTu>oo was determined at 
Tp = 670 MeV at three values 9E angle ®d .This data are in ge
neral agreement with the .results of Niskari.enls/. In th€: work 
of Tripp/9/ ~~e polarization of deuterons <iTu>Qo was mea
sured at 340 MeV. 
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reactions (1)-(2) which are under theoretical and experimen
tal study for a long timeltt,l2.S,2,1/. Recent calculation using 
the triangle diagram approximationlts/ gives a definite predic
tion/14/ for <T20(8 d•~rl>oo . Among others the model gives a po-
sitive <T20 (8 d •IT)>00 below the threshold of t.he t1 produc-
tion in the NN collisions and < T20(9d •fT)>Q0 turns into ze
ro near the threshold having a negative value after it. The 
above results using simple extrapolation contradict to this 
prediction of the triangle model in sign and absolute values. 
The extension of measurements of A00 for smaller angles 0 
(in order to remove the uncertainties due to the extrapola
tion) and for other energies has a definite interest. These 
new experiments could help in the_ construction of a consis
tent model of processes (1)-(2) and would be important for the 
elaboration of a more general theoretical treatment for the 
reactions of similar types. 

D. The existence of relation (3) expresses that the spin
spin effects in reactions (1)-(2) cannot turn into zero at 
arbitrary energies. This important statement must be taken 
iato account at elaboration of a model. At high energies the 
cross section of process (1) is strongly decreased with ener
gy and this fact gives a limitation for the effective use of 
relation (1). Taking into account that at high energies the 
main contribution to the cross section of (I) is given by the 
exchange of nucleonic reggeon with intercept aN(O):: -0.4 we 
obtain 

da s 2 ["1;(0)-11· 
-1 -(--) 
dt t'-:::..o sa (34) 

The experimental cross section of process (1) was measured/ I 
up to 21 GeV in works by Dekker~ et al/11/.Anderson et al. 11 

Heinz et al/11/Allaby et al./11/. 
In the energy region where the observation of the cross 

section of process (1) is possible, this process may be used 
for measurement of the polarization of high energy proton be
am, if the target is polarized. As the progress of the expe
rimental technics allows the observation of smaller and smal
ler cross sections, the energy region of the investigation of 
polarization effects in process (I) and the use of that for 
the study of spin effects in other process can be extended. 

E. The measurement of the contribution to the differential 
cross section, obtained with a target with known polarization 
parameters <T22 >t and <T2o>t , of course, allows the detenqin,
tion of Ann(S) using relation (3). As the results of work/15 

for p-d scattering show, the measurement of <T20 >0o is pos-
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sible at ed=" that is in the kinematical region where the 
measurements of A nd8) in process ( 1) are absent. 

· The more complete experimental investigation (adding Ask= 
=Ax~ in the notation' of work/tO/) of polariZation parame
terS in reaction (1)-(2) is of interest for obtaining addi
tional information about the possible existence of two-proton 
resonances of resonance-like mechanism. 

F. All th~ conclusions given for the process (I) are valid 
for the reaction 

(35) 

also, as due to the isotopic invariance all the appropriate 
polarization parameters in the two processes are the same. The 
relation (3) is true for (35) and other similar processes 
with production of other pseudoscalar particles, for example 
for 

D+P ~ d+·7Jo • 

Relation (4) waits for the discovery of scalar particle 
production in a process like (1). 

G. We consider now the relation given by Pauli principle 
at 8="/2, where the transition matrix has only three scalar 
functionslt.2/ and has a form given in Appendix J. This fact 
makes the direct reconstruction of the amplitude on the grOund 
of experimental data easier and leads to new relations. 

The scalar amplit!lde E =I Ef·e i¢e and the combinations of 
amplitudes A+C=Ia!ei<l>a and A-C= lb!e'<Pb can be expressed 
by formulae 

8! 3!2/uo =1 '-Ann+Akk+A,. 

2 
32!EI !u0 =1-·A •• -·Akk-Ass 

(36) 

For the quantities describing the polarization of the fi
nal state deuterons, as defined in (12) and (14) when relati
vistic rotation of the spin was taken into account, we have 
for a ="/2 
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(37} 

where O'(rr/2) is given in (22). The expression (37) follows 
from formulae (7} of ref./2/ with substitution of 8' for 9 
and when the relation 

2Nem=Ann -1 

at 8=n/2 has been taken into account. 
In some works the axis oz was directed along the path of 

the incident proton. At Tp• 575 MeV 281 is equal to 23°. On 
neglecting the finite value of 9 1 the quantity <T21 ("/2)->t,0turns 
to zero. As can be seen from (37}, the quantity< T21(rr/2)>00 is 
negative. 

At 575 MeV, by taking into account the results of work/w/ 
we obtain 

if> -if> =-28° • • • 

For the quadropolarization of deuterons at angle 9=>1r/2 with 
A

00 
= -0 .9 we have 

<T21 >oo--0.41,: <T2o >oo =0.57: <T22 >oo= -0-72. 
When relativistic spin rotation effect is neglected 

<T20 (rr/2)>00 ·1/ -.{2 as was mentioned in reffs/ and 

< T22 (rr/2)>00 =-0.78 (when Ann= -0.9 ) • Relativistic spin 
rotation effect is maximal for <T21 (tr/2)>0o and is relative_
ly small for <T20 > and <T22 >' at 575 MeV. These contributions 
will be more and more important on increasing the energy of 
particles and the accuracy of experiments. 

4. For the proof of generalization of relation (3) for the 
case with polarized initial protons the following propertY of 
the transition matrix M p is taken into account. 
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A. As in the final state the NN system is formed in trip
let state, Mp can be written as 

Mp·™op, • (38) 

where T=1/4(3+di .;2 ) is the triplet projection operator. 

B. As it is true that 

(3!<) 

for arbitrary operator A we have 

(40) 

This means that 

SpMAM+u f u· = SpMAM+ u u , 
1 2m 1m 2L 

and 
+ + 

SpMAM Utf u2n = SpMAM aln 1721 

C. ·Taking into account (38)-(40) 

SpMAM+(o\ &
2

)=SpMAM+ (41) 

and 

(42) 

The conditions A-C follow from the resultS' of work/2/.With 
the help of (12) and (14), expression for the,,operator L 

(43) 

can be written in the following way 

3 i3 L--(u ou·o +u· u -•u u )-l/2+-[(u u o + 2 t< 2< tm 2m tn 2n . 4 tn 2< (44) 

if we take into account the relations (15) and (18). 
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Taki'ng into a'ccount (40) and (42) the expression 

SpMAM+L~ l:,SpMAM+(u •u·• +a a· .-,a· u' ')-
2 tr. 2t. 1m 2m tn 2n 

_,.LSpMAM+ +il.$pMAM+[(u u-,+u, a )sin6'+ 
2 4 1 n 2< 1< 2n 

+(u
1

u· +u
1 

u
2
· )cos&'] 

n 2m m n--- · 

can be written as follows 

+J!L$pMAM+u · (u
2
,sin6'+ u cos6'). 2 · ln r. 2m 

If A,;t· one obtains formulae (3) innnediately. 

(45) 

If A-a1n having the notation for the left side of (45) as 
u

0
L 00 and using (7) we obtain 

L
00 

:A1 +3A
2

• (46) 

Similarly, introducing the 

u0 L0,-1/4Sp:IIM+ u 2n 

and 
+ 

uO Lnn•l/4SpMM u1n"2n 

we obtain from (45) that 

(47) 

and 

(48) 

Notice that due to the Pauli principle at e~rr/2 A1 +A2-o 
and 

If we accept the density matrix 
versely polarized protons .( P1 •P1 if 
tor A then 

(49) 

(8) for the initial trans
and~~~ il ) as the opera-

(50) 
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We introduce the cross sections in the pure spin states 

(51) 
a ( H ) = a (1 +A -·A -A ) 0 1 2 nn 

a ( • t) = a.· (1 '-A +A -·A ) 
0 1 2 nn 

and we have the notations <Ln,n>• <L-n.-r?~ <Ln.-n-·>·B.nd<L_n.n > 
for the values of the operator L in these states. From (50)
(51) we have 

(52) 
<L >=<L >=-2. n,-n -n,n 

In the experiments ~ere the beam and the target are polari
zed ~n the reaction plan:- the Lre , L mm' L fm and L mfcan be 
obta>ned. Formula (45) yLelds 

Lee ·Are -·3Arom; Lem·Aem+3Ame 

Lmm-Amm-' 3A ff ; Lmf =A mf+3A fm 
(53) 

The parameters Lff , Lmm , L mf and Lfm are expressed in 
terms of the corresponding quantities in laboratory system as 
follows 

(54) 

The expressions for Lfo, Lmo, Lof , Lom , L
0
f , Lfn .Lmn 

and Lnm are given in Appendix 2. 
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In analogue with (46)-(48), expressions for production of 
scalar particles in the reaction of type (1) can be obtained 
straightforwardly. In this case 

(55) 

Besides this using (4) and (51) 

<L > • < L > = -2 n,n -n,-n 
(56) 

APPENDIX I . THE WILKIN RELATION 

Recently Wilkin has established/ts/a useful relation among 
the Akk , Ann and Ass components of the tensor A uv for the 
process (I) in forward direction. This relation can be written 
as follows 

A kk ::;:: Ass + Ann =1 ' (A. I) 

in our notation, where the upper (lower) indices correspond 
to the production of pseudoscalar (scalar) particle. The ex
trapolation of data from/tO/to 8 17 =0 has given for the first 
time the possibility of the direct determination of. negative 
parity of positive pion. 

For the demonstration of relation \AI) we begin with gene
ral structure of amplitude of the reaction of type (1) with 
forward pseudoscalar (scalar) particle in the final state. 

In the case of pseudoscalar particle we start from the ge
neral expression 

T(atk + 0 2k) ~ 0ik + "2k 
and 

,., ......... -+ ............. 
T[alk- 0 2k+l(k[al "2 ])] = 0 tk-0 2k+l(k[ai 0 2]) 

we obtain the final result 

(A. 2) 

(A. 3a) 

(A. 3b) 

Mp = T lap(a
1

k +a2k)+ flp {atk-"2k+ i(k[ii\ u2 ]) I, (A.4) 

where on taking into account (A.3) the T factor can be omitted. 
So M p(O) contains two independent scalar functions. 
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For the production of scalar partiCle the transition mat
rix is written in the form 

M 
8

• TM
08 

.T[ A
8 

+ B8 uiku
2

k + C 8 ( "i, 32) I 

and using the relations 

( ~~)· (~~ A ~~A A 'lu
2 

·3-·2u
1

u
2

), T(u
1

u2)T=T 

and 

T <t + unu 2k > • 1 + un u 2k 

(A.5) can be written equivalently as follows 

Ms • TMOs = T I As+ C s +B suttu2k I =T( • +,B "1 ku2k) 

which contains two independent scalar amplitude also. 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

Using the general expression (A.4) and (A.6) in forward di
rection we obtain for the production of pseudoscalar pion 

u0 =2lap 12 +4I.Bp 1
2 

uoAkk =2lapi
2

-4I.Bpl
2 

Uo Ann= uoAss =-41 .Bp 1
2 

and for the production of scalar particle 

u 0 =t"<!a-1 2 +l$i
2
>+tl•+lll

2 

uoAnn =uoAss=~ I•..SI2 

u0 (1+Akk>=la<i-,BI 2 • 

(A. 7) 

(A.8) 

Taking into account, that at 8"=0 A 88=Ann. for the spin
less particle for both parities we obtain (A.1) immediately. 

It can be seen from (A. 7) and (A.8) that at 6" = 0 Ann is 
negative (or zero) for pseudoscalar particle and is pos1t1ve 
(or zero) for scalar particles. Therefore the fact, that Ann(O) 
is negative in process (1) already demonstrated the negative 
parity of positive pion. This conclusion, based on the extra
polation of one experimental value, less sensitive to the ex
trapolarion procedure to®"' =0. 

As it was mentioned in 7ts~elation (A. I) is valid for 
E)" =1T /2 in the case of pseuodscalar particle production. 

We present here the demonstration. 
Due to the Pauli principle Mp(1T/2)contains three scalar 

amplitudes and can be written in· the following form 



MP ("/2)/ v2=A(alk + "2k)+iC(ain 112k'+"tk'112n )+ 

+E[ak,-ak,+i(aa-'a a)]. 
1 2 tn 2k lk 2n 

MP( "/2)( 1lk 112k - 111k'112k' _. 111 n112n)=Mp( rr/2) · 

In this case 

Akk -·Ak"_k" -·Ann .Akk-'Ass -Ann""!, 

(A.9) 

(A.IO) 

and we obta.in (I) for the production of pseudoscat-lar particle. 
The existence of the relation (A. I) at ® =O,rr/2, the equa

lity A00 =A
88 

at 8rr ,Q and the relation (3) are usefuL for 
evaluation of. the experimental data and for. the. phenomenoiogi
cal analysis. 

APPENDIX 2 

If we have for A=aif , a 1 tl\ , u·2r , U,em , ui 0a 2r , Ut.f u2n' 
a10 a· , and a 1 mu~ 0 respect~vely, then the first two terms 
in (~g-) vanish and for nonzero ·elements we have 

i3 + 
110 L fo = g SpM "i m 112n M 11 2(q)R 

i3 + 
11, O'Lof =-

8 
,SpMul, n 11 2mM 11 

2(q)R 

.:-···-
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The unit vector (, along the path of the deuteron and its 
rotation value iR are given by last expressions in (15) and 
( 18). 
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